
AWS ENABLEMENT
SERVICES

Onboarding, optimization, monitoring, & management of 
complex AWS environments

Unitas partners with enterprise clients to architect the right public cloud 
solution to support the identified workloads, instrument the cloud to provide 
transparency, optimize the environment to manage cost, and enhance agility 
by supporting advanced platforms and services.

CLOUD ADOPTION
Help your organization implement & 
adopt a cloud strategy:
•  Cloud Assessment & Roadmap
•  Cloud Optimization
•  Hybrid Cloud Design & Implementation
•  Public Cloud Onboarding

•  Cloud Adoption Roadmap

•  Application Migration

•  On-Demand 

•  Simple Provisioning

DEVOPS ENABLEMENT
Enable automation and repeatability to 
drive the agile enterprise: 
•  DevOps Assessment
•  CI/CD Pipeline Build & Rationalization

APPLICATION 
RATIONALIZATION & 
MIGRATION
Prioritize your migration based on 
rational parameters:
•  Application Portfolio Assessment
•  Migration Strategy & Roadmap
•  Application Migration to Cloud

•  Cloud Governance

•  Automation & DevOps

•  Dedicated

•  Optimized

SERVICE OFFERINGS

CASE STUDY

•  Cloud Cost Optimization

•  Public Cloud Managed Service

•  Secure + Highly Scalable

•  Managed + Monitored



ENABLING A CENTURY-OLD 
INSURANCE COMPANY TO LAUNCH 
A NEW,DISRUPTIVE BUSINESS IN 
9 MONTHS

apn@unitasglobal.com 
www.unitasglobal.com 

We’re Ready to Chat!

.

The Challenge:
• Our client, an established provider of worker’s compensation insurance, created a new subsidiary to offer a self-service policy quoting & issuance 

online platform targeted at the small business community, the goal of which was to challenge the rise of direct-to-consumer insurance startups.

• The subsidiary created a small team, re-locating them to a separate office space & renting everything possible—the core insurance SaaS platform, 

branding & website design, application development firm & deploying all application infrastructure in AWS.

• Given the competitive nature of the market, the insurance company needed to launch the subsidiary platform in less than 12 months.

The Solution:
• Unitas provided expertise on app configuration, Kubernetes deployment, operability requirements & AWS best practices, reducing the complexity of 

Kubernetes management by migrating the containerized workloads from Kubernetes-deployed & managed via open-source tools to AWS EKS.

• Post-beta, Unitas served as DevOps lead, rebuilding the AWS infrastructure for consistency and improved management & governance. This included 

design and deployment of a new AWS account structure, a new CI/CD system running on Kubernetes & a new hierarchy of deployment environments 

with automated deployments.

• Unitas maintained and extended the infrastructure baseline as new features were developed & engineered centralized solutions for infrastructure and 

application log management and metrics collection.

• Unitas provided services support through a successful service launch & now operates the production environment and other key accounts as the 

subsidiary’s managed services partner through its AWS MSP platform.

Results:
• The platform launched mid-January 2019, 9 months after starting the application development process, meeting their production launch.

• Unitas delivered the automated AWS infrastructure baseline, then supported the subsidiary’s continuation of application development in-house.

• Unitas established a new AWS account structure, providing central management of end user roles & permissions, with delegation of access to 

workload accounts as required, & enabled the subsidiary’s engineering team to rapidly develop & test new features using a CI/CD system, with 

automated deployment to DEV, QA & UAT environments, all sharing the same infrastructure baseline with the production environment.

• The insurance subsidiary can now devote their technical team to ongoing development of new capabilities and features, leaving 24x7x365 

operational management & monitoring and analytics of critical infrastructure environments to the Unitas team.


